
NAREA 
e-mobility 

partnership

entirely made for your mobility needs. 



Top world-brands. 
Finally in Albania.

You will be able to find the best and most reliable 
e-scooter and e-bike brands of all Europe. 

Moreover, if we don’t have the exact model you 
want in the store… 

You can pre-order it with a special extra discount. 

These are vehicles  for those who want something 
more from their ride. Something like a real 
enjoyable experience.



But also those
you already love.

We know that - for some - pricing is important.

That’s why you will also find the complete 
selection of Xiaomi and Segway-Ninebot scooters. 

The difference in purchasing these products from 
us? 

Since we only supply from the Italian Authorized 
Supply Chain, you will enjoy 2 years warranty on 
ALL your new vehicles.



Need help?
We not only sell, but we provide Service for your vehicles. Either you just need a 
check or you need to recover from an accident, we can help you. 

➔ Spare Parts for all models

If your scooter has a brand, we can find the spare part you need. 

➔ Full Customisation for B2B
Give your audience the chance to see something amazing with your brand 
colors.

➔ Substitute Vehicle

While your scooter is servicing, you may decide to take of of our with 
discounted rates. 



Are you really interested in 
owning a scooter?
What about…
sharing one?

Sharing in Albania
Like in all other top 
countries, also Albania will 
have its own sharing 
service. Starting from the 
end of April in Tirana, it will 
be then expanded to all 
major towns.



One only reference
for e-Mobility
(With a bit of help by the most reliable 
partners in Europe.)



What do you actually need
➔ E-Scooter 

Your vehicle must be reliable and well-equipped. We can suggest 
you best e-scooters for your need or we can configure one together. 
Our Service will do the rest. 

➔ Warranty

Warranty is important because sometimes components might not work as 
expected. No worries, your scooter is covered with 2 years warranty. 

➔ Spare Parts

Most of times, by the way, it simply happens that things get broken. Well, 
we have all spare parts for the scooters we sell so you will always have a 
reliable partner on your way.

  



Let’s talk about payments. 
Cryptocurrency

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Cash

Credit Cards

Bank Transfer

IuteCredit

Union Bank Loan

Prices are meant in €, Shipping is not calculated. VAT is not included.  We ship worldwide.



We love new ideas, and we 
have reserved NAREA a
12% flat discount 
on all our catalogue, always. 



Not only, we will grant 
NAREA members a
0% interest fee 
on all our loans, always. With 
no extra-costs. 



Service to NAREA members 
will get 
priority fee
for free. 



Sharing scooters rental to 
NAREA members will start 
easily
with 2 FigoRent free-ride 
coupon per each member.



Want to invest in e-mobility ?
NAREA members will get 
equity platinum fee
for 30% less. 



We make you move forward.


